
Marta Comin brings forth 
2 new titles in addition to 
Suben y Bajan:

--A counting board book with die-
cuts for little fingers to fit through;
-- A book to teach perspective to the 
little ones!

A Buen Paso: Just In!

Diez Gusanitos Duermen, by Marta Comín

Marta Comin brings us an innovative counting book, introducing us 
to a family of 10 worms ! The last pages, micro-perforated allow the 
reader to detach 4 cards, all with existing holes for the young reader 
to put his or her fingers through, like little worms! 
32 pp • 15.5 x 20 cm • Boardbook and includes 4 die-cut post-
cards • 3 +

¿Y tú qué crees?, by Marta Comín

And you: what do you think? What is your perspective? Is it the bat 
hanging upside down that isn’t standing right? Or is it us looking at 
her? Who in fact is upside down? 
An adorable book destined to the youngest to learn about perspective 
and how the same situation can be seen quite differently according to 
the side you’re on! 
32 pp • 21 x 21 cm • Hardcover with interior die cuts• 3 +



El Cielo Imaginado, by Pablo A. Mastro & Ana Suarez

The stars are those luminous points that we see in the sky 
every night. Giant incandescent gas balls that burn millions 
of kilometers from us. But the stars can also be thousands 
of eyes that look at us, dancers in a theater or windows to 
other worlds. It all depends on how you imagine your sky... 
El Cielo Imaginado is a fantastic illustrated documentary for 
the youngest! It presents to the reader some of the basic 
concepts of astronomy like the milky way, Ursa Major, the 
hesmisphere, etc... as well as introduces the reader to 10 
sky-related legends and beliefs from around the world (the 
Eskimos, Aborigens, Incas, etc..).
32 pp • 17.5 x 24 cm • Landscape Hardcover• 5 +


